Most existing single image deraining methods require learning supervised models from a large set of paired synthetic training data, which limits their generality and practicality in real-world multimedia applications. Besides, due to lack of labeled-supervised constraints, directly applying existing unsupervised frameworks to the image deraining task will suffer from low-quality recovery. Therefore, we propose an Unsupervised Deraining Generative Adversarial Network (UD-GAN) to tackle above problems by introducing selfsupervised constraints from the intrinsic statistics of unpaired rainy and clean images. Specifically, we design two collaboratively optimized modules, namely Rain Guidance Module (RGM) and Background Guidance Module (BGM), to take full advantage of rainy image characteristics. UD-GAN outperforms state-of-the-art methods on various benchmarking datasets in both quantitative and qualitative comparisons.
INTRODUCTION
Single image deraining is important for many image processing applications such as surveillance, pedestrian detection and autonomous driving, etc. Deep learning-based deraining methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] are mainly trained on synthetic rainy-clean image pairs (Figure 1 (a) ) in a supervised manner and then applied in real-world rainy scenarios, which causes several limitations: (1) The synthetic rain shapes usually differ from the real ones in nature, which causes above approaches failed to remove unknown rain from real-world rainy images. ( 2) The pattern and style of rain are various, which makes it difficult to treat all scenarios with just one fully-supervised deraining model. Therefore, we attempt to handle with the deraining task through unsupervised learning with countless unpaired real-world data (Figure 1 (b) ).
Successful unsupervised learning-based image processing models, such as CycleGAN [10] , [11, 12] and WESPE [13] still fail to surpass previous supervised models in deraining task. Because unsupervised training schemes usually suffer from the under-constrained problem since supervised con- straints such as mean-square error (MSE) between the output and the ground truth cannot be applied directly.
Instead of relying solely on pure unsupervised domain transformations, we introduce self-supervised constraints from the intrinsic statistics of unpaired raw data to guide deraining. Specifically, we propose an Unsupervised Deraining Generative Adversarial Network (UD-GAN) with two collaboratively optimized modules: Rain Guidance Module (RGM) and Background Guidance Module (BGM). RGM constrains the solution space of generated de-rained images by constraining the difference (i.e. removed rain streaks) between rainy input and de-rained output. BGM ensures background consistency by imposing a hierarchical Gaussian-Blur gradient error between rainy input and de-rained output.
Contributions of this paper are summarized: (1) This study is the first data-driven attempt to unsupervised learning for deraining task trained with unpaired image sets. (2) By learning from the intrinsic statistics of raw data in a selfsupervised manner, we provide a novel perspective for unsupervised training. (3) Open a novel and efficient way to single image deraining, bringing it closer to practical applications.
RELATED WORK
Traditional prior-based deraining methods, such as sparse coding-based methods [14, 15] , low-rank representationbased methods [16] and gaussian mixture model-based (GMM) methods [17, 18] , have been surpassed by deep learning based models in recent years, such as DetailsNet [3] , JORDER [4] , DID-MDN [5] . RESCAN [6] , RGN [7] , and NLEDN [8] . In general, the common idea of above learning based methods is limited to view deraining as a regression problem and learn a mapping between synthetic rainy inputs and ground Fig. 2 . An overview of the proposed UD-GAN with two collaboratively optimized Rain Guidance Module (RGM) and Background Guidance Module (BGM). The RGM implicitly helps the generator G c de-rain the rainy input by using discriminator D s to constrain the removed rain streaks, while the BGM ensures the background consistency between rainy input and de-rained output. D c is a basic clean image discriminator. The lightweight rain-added generator G r is to avoid style/color variation. truths using a CNN structure in a fully-supervised manner, which limits their generality, scalability and practicality in real-world rainy scenes.
METHODOLOGY
Refer to Figure 2 , given random and unpaired training samples {r i } N i=1 ∈ R and {c j } M j=1 ∈ C, our goal is to transform images from the rainy domains R to the target clean domain C. Generator G c is used to transform rainy inputs to the clean outputs, which captures a deraining transformation: R → C. Correspondingly, an adversarial discriminator D c is used to distinguish between real clean images C and fake de-rained imagesC, where {c} ∈C represents a fake de-rained result:
However, training deraining generator G c with adversarial cost alone may introduce visual artifacts [19] in the generated de-rained output, but the clean image discriminator D c can still end up classifying it as real data rather than generated data, which is unacceptable. To solve this problem, selfsupervised constraints from the intrinsic statistics of deraining problem are introduced in the following sections.
Rain Guidance Module (RGM)
Based on the widely used rain model [15, 20, 5, 21] : R = C + S, we leverage the inner interdependency between clean images C and rain streaks S to implicitly constrain the de-rained outputsC of the deraining generator G c . Refer to Figure 2 , RGM mainly depends on an independent discriminator D s . We first obtain the difference (i.e. removed rain streaksS) between rainy inputs R and de-rained outputsC byS = R −C. Then we superimpose rain streaksS on the real clean images C to create fake rainy imagesS + C, and distinguish them from real rainy images R by rain streaks discriminator D s :
where {s} ∈S, {c} ∈C, {r} ∈ R and {c} ∈ C. If the deraining generator G c is trained well enough, when we superimpose the removed rain streaksS on any real clean image C, the obtained fake rainy imagesS +C should be indistinguishable from the real rainy images R. That is, RGM authentically acts as a "supervising teacher" to help the deraining generator G c obtain better de-rained outputsC by encouraging the removed rain streaksS = R −C to be close to the real rain streaks. Correspondingly, a rain guidance loss L R guid is defined as follows, which optimizes the deraining generator G c and rain streaks discriminator D s simultaneously:
This guidance from RGM essentially can be viewed as a kind of adversarial collaboration: the more realistic the removed rain streaksS are, the cleaner the de-rained resultsC are, and vice versa.
Background Guidance Module (BGM)
Another important goal in image deraining is to ensure content consistency and avoid losing important details after deraining. To achieve this goal, we further design another Background Guidance Module (BGM) to provide more reasonable and reliable self-supervised constraints for the deraining generator G c . Fig. 3 . Background Guidance Module (BGM), which hierarchically uses the gradient errors at different Gaussian-Blur levels to ensure the content consistency between rainy inputs R and de-rained outputsC.
Inspired by [22, 2, 3] , we found that after applying an appropriate low-pass filter such as Gaussian blur kernel 1 or Guided Filtering [23] , low-pass versions of both the rainy image and the clean image are rain-free and approximately equal, they only contain the background/content features. We take advantage of this fact to guide the deraining process. Specifically, we hierarchically use the Gaussian blur kernels with different scales σ to filter rainy input R and de-rained outputC, obtaining their background features respectively. Figure 3 shows that as we increase in Gaussian blur scale σ, not only the background features start to look alike, but also the average gradient error between them decreases. Based on this, we naturally form a guidance for the deraining generator G c through a background guidance loss L B guid , which enforces the Gaussian-Blur gradients of rainy input and derained output to match at different scales σ:
where ∇, B σ denote the gradient computation and Gaussian blur operation. λ σ values are used to balance errors at different Gaussian-Blur levels. It is necessary to utilize these gradient errors hierarchically, because different levels of background features contain different levels of important detail information. Hence, based on experimental attempts, we set λ σ as [0.01, 0.1, 1] for σ = 3, 5, 9, respectively. 1 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/log.htm 4. EXPERIMENT
Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We carry out deraining experiments below on four widely used synthetic datasets and a real-world dataset. Rain800 [5, 6] , Rain12, Rain100L and Rain100H [3, 4] are the synthetic datasets with various synthetic rain streaks. For realworld dataset, we collect 784 real-world rainy images (including some snowing images) from the Internet and the previous studies [3, 4, 6] , which are diverse in content and rain. All datasets are divided into training and testing set with a ratio of 7:1, and are trained/evaluated respectively. We compare UD-GAN with the following state-of-theart methods in the same test environment: image decomposition (ID) [24] (TIP'12), discriminative sparse coding (DSC) [14] (ICCV'15), gaussian mixture model (GMM) [17] (CVPR'16), CNN method (CNN) [2] (TIP'17), DetailsNet [3] (CVPR'17), JORDER [4] (CVPR'17), DID-MDN [5] (CVPR'18), RESCAN [6] (ECCV'18), RGN [7] (ACMMM'18) and NLEDN [8] (ACMMM'18).
Comparison Results
Synthetic Data: Table 1 shows the quantitative results of different methods on synthetic datasets Rain800, Rain12, Rain100L and Rain100H. We can observe that our method is able to outperform other methods (over 0.7dB PSNR gain) on different datasets. In Figure 4 (top two rows), we select most advanced methods and most difficult synthetic rainy images to further show that UD-GAN promises the most satisfactory subjective de-rained effect, which effectively removes rain steaks while preserving better details.
Real-world Data: We finetune UD-GAN using realworld data and evaluate its performance on real-world rainy images. Figure 4 (bottom three rows) shows some de-rained results on the real-world test dataset: DetailsNet [3] tends to leave residual rain streaks in the background. DID-MDN [5] over-smooths some important details such as buildings structure in last row, and cannot handle these snow-like raindrops as shown in the first row. JORDER [4] and RESCAN [6] suffer from unexpected artifacts on the de-rained results (please zooming-in to observe). In contrast, UD-GAN effectively restores clean background with rich texture details while promising more natural and realistic luminance, which significantly improves the subjective effects and greatly surpasses other methods in terms of clarity and visibility.
Ablation Study
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed Rain Guidance Module (RGM) and Background Guidance Module (BGM), we implement three ablated schemes for comparison. Due to space limitation, here we abbreviate the complete UD-GAN as "Ours": (1) Ours -{RGM,BGM}, benchmark scheme without RGM and BGM. (2) Ours -RGM. (3) Ours -BGM.
UD-GAN achieves 2.40/2.52/2.61/4.03dB, 1.13/2.00/1.39/2.39dB, and 0.91/1.82/1.42/2.13dB PSNR gain over three ablated baselines (Ours -{RGM,BGM}, Ours -RGM, and Ours -BGM) on Rain800, Rain12, Rain100L and Rain100H respectively. Subjective comparisons are shown in Figure 5 : Benchmark scheme produces unacceptable artifacts. RGM makes the restored background more clear and visible. BGM promises more realistic and richer textural content.
CONCLUSION
We tackle the single image deraining problem in an unsupervised manner with an end-to-end learned model, i.e. Unsupervised Deraining GAN (UD-GAN), which involves more reliable and reasonable self-supervised constraints from the statistics of raw data through two collaboratively optimized modules BGM & RGM. Sufficient experiments and comparisons are performed on both synthetic and real-world datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness, generalization and practicability of our method.
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